The advantages and drawbacks of routine magnetic resonance imaging for long-term post-treatment locoregional surveillance of oral cavity squamous cell carcinoma.
Assess the clinical utility and accuracy of routine surveillance head and neck magnetic resonance imaging (HN-MRI) for the detection of locoregional recurrence in patients with a history of oral cavity squamous cell carcinoma (OCSCC) without concurrent suspicious symptoms or signs 6 months or more after treatment. For OCSCC patients who underwent routine (defined as: without concurrent suspicious symptoms or signs) surveillance HN-MRI at 6 months or more after treatment completion, we retrospectively determined the detection rate of locoregional disease and false positive rate. Out of an original cohort of 533 OCSCC patients, 46 patients, who were disease-free 6 months after treatment, had undergone 108 routine HN-MRIs from 6 to 48 months after surgery without the presence of concurrent suspicious symptoms or signs and had 6 months of subsequent follow up. 1 out of 46 (2.2%) had a true positive regional recurrence. 10 out of 46 (21.7%) patients experienced a false positive locoregional finding. Routine HN-MRI for locoregional surveillance of OCSCC, when used in patients without concurrent suspicious symptoms or exam findings over 6 months since treatment, may be unnecessary and costly given the very low rate of recurrence and high false positive rate. Our study supports the National Comprehensive Cancer Network guideline of limiting imaging after 6 months of primary treatment completion to patients with suspicious clinical findings. Nonetheless, managing physicians should continue to be empowered to use surveillance imaging based on risk profiles and unique circumstances for each patient.